How TITAN Can Serve Your Department

JusticeAcademy.org and our agency sponsors are pleased to announce the creation of the Tactical Incident Team Advisory Network. The purpose of the TITAN program is to establish a real-time video network of experienced tactical operation professionals who can provide advice and support to police departments and other agencies that find themselves in unfamiliar tactical situations such as:

- Hostage negotiations,
- Barricaded suspect incidents,
- Terrorist incidents,
- Explosive ordinance threats,
- Other high risk scenarios

The program uses high speed tactical multipoint video conferencing to link any agency in the nation that is encountering such challenges with a team of highly experienced tactical officers, combat medicine experts, hostage negotiators, and command level personnel who can see the situation in real time and provide advice and guidance during such scenarios.

The TITAN network utilizes software made available by ooVoo.com, which provides every agency in the nation with a free multi-point video communications network capability that can support up to twelve participants simultaneously using iPhones, Androids, iPads/Tablets, or Mac and Windows based laptop computers. The system can be used to communicate instantly with multiple TITAN Team members across the country and elicit their advice on how best to resolve and respond to high impact events.
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